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Introduction – Socially Engaged

You want to increase your website traffic and get more eBook sales – that’s a given. 

So how do you do it?

The answer’s with an effective content marketing campaign. And by effective I mean 

one that gets your site’s content out there without pissing off Google or getting you 

kicked out of social media groups.

By now you’ve probably noticed my use of Google+. Perhaps you’ve noticed the 

Google+ badge I’ve got on my blog’s sidebar, as well as the Google+ follow button 

I’ve got on the homepage.

What I especially hope you’ve noticed, however, are the number of followers I have.

Back in May I had just over 480 followers, up from about 160 of the month before.

So how’d I get an extra 300 people in a month to follow me? And how did I get 1,600 

more to follow me just a couple months later? Simple, I followed some fast and easy 

social media principles.



So what are these principles, and how can you make them work for you? Here are a 

few:

– Develop a Content Calendar: We’re not just talking about coming up with 

posts, but organizing those posts in such a way that they’re in-line with your 

site’s blog categories. If you’re serious about having a blog long-term and selling 

more eBooks you’ll need this simple bit of infrastructure in place right from the 

get-go.

– Assign Your Marketing Goals: Now that you’ve decided on what new content 

your site is going to have, you need to figure out who will be interested in it. 

You’ll eventually get to the point where your content is in-line with what your 

communities want and need, which you’ll eventually realize from interaction 

with your groups over time.

– Choose Your Communities: You really only want to share your content three 

times on Google+, and that’s a good rule of thumb to follow for other social 

media platforms as well. In fact, with Facebook you might even want to do less.

– Stay Engaged: Keeping active on your social media platforms is essential if 

you want to have long-term success with your content marketing campaign. That 

means you have to comment on other posts, share content that’s not your own, 



and even ask questions from time to time instead of posting content. All of this 

builds authority within the group, and makes it easier and more acceptable for 

you to share more well into the future.

– Capitalize on Your Marketing Campaign(s): Now that you’re sharing 

content and commenting on other content, how can you make that work for you? 

Sure, you might be getting more traffic to your own site, and you’ll begin to see 

those links pretty quickly. But how can that translate into money in your pocket? 

If you don’t have some kind of clear product, service, or even an email sign-up on 

your site then people will be happy for the ideas and that will be it. They simply won’t 

convert from a visitor to a user and then to a customer.

And that means you’re losing money.

How do you fight that, how do you make sure that doesn’t happen? By having 

effective CRO (Conversion Rate Optimization) on your site.

– Having good landing pages that have clear calls to action;

– Links to your evergreen content so users stay on-page longer;

– Easy to find social media share and like buttons so your social media presence 

increases further.

Those are the things you need to make it big with your content.

Oh, and time.

Yeah, that’s probably the most frustrating thing…that you need time to make all that 

work. 

This book will help introduce you to Google+ communities, where you can begin 

sharing other content and commenting on posts. After a week you can start to share 

your own content, and then repeat the process week after week, eventually getting to a 

point where you’re sharing your original content with several of your groups on a 

daily or weekly basis, and increasing your social presence by sharing that of others as 

well. You’ll get into a virtuous cycle that’ll increase your followers and make your 

name known.



The thing with Google+ is that you’re in control – you choose who you want to 

follow and what you see. You choose which communities you want to join and how 

much you want to share. You also choose to be engaged or not, and the more willing 

you are to share and discuss and comment on what others are dong the more likely it 

is that you’ll develop a following. And with a following you’ll get more link backs to 

your website, more sales for your books, and eventually more fans.

It’s no mistake that each chapter in this book has a progressive verb right there front 

and center – when it comes to Google+ things are happening now. You’re choosing 

your followers, you’re optimizing your circles and managing your communities. All 

of these things allow you to gain more authority in your niche while getting more eyes 

on whatever it is you’re doing, which in this case is selling books or increasing traffic. 

It’s a win-win and why you should start a Google+ account now.

Choosing Your Social Networks

But what of all this talk that Google+ is fading away, that the company has thrown in 

the towel in its battle with Facebook, that it’s just a waste of time?

Hogwash!

I get more traffic from Google than anything else…hands down! I know that my 

website has benefited from my involvement with Google+ over the first half of 2014 

and I know many of my eBook sales can be attributed to that.

How do I know that? Simple – I do barely any other promotion other than my four 

main social media channels. What are those channels and what do I do? 

– Google+: This one should be pretty obvious. Besides focusing the vast 

majority of my marketing attention here I’m also doing things with ESL teaching 

for my other website, ESL Adventure. 

– Facebook: I primarily focus on my Facebook Fan/Author page here, which has 

around 2,000 likes now. For my personal page I just do family/friends stuff and 

not a whole lot else.

– Twitter: I focus most of my political efforts here, as Montana political 

commentary seems to revolve around this social network to the exception of all 

http://www.esladventure.com/


others. I do occasionally do some eBook and content marketing tweets, but not a 

whole lot.

– Goodreads: Lots of people give this website flak, but I think it’s a good way to 

connect with readers. I also think using their giveaway option is a good way to 

get reviews for your books and more eyes on them. 

If you’re a serious author and not just a hobbyist happy to have some books up on 

Amazon then you need to take this stuff seriously. Maybe you enjoy getting a few 

bucks from Amazon each month and the bragging rights at family reunions. But if 

you’re like me you want some real success and a helluva lot of readers. Passive 

marketing and hoping for sales just won’t cut it for us, and that’s why I put this book 

together.

Engagement and Bounce Rate with Google+

If you really want to get a good picture of what the social media landscape looks like 

in general, head on over to Sharaholic. The site has a wonderful report stretching from 

September 2013 to February 2014 with analysis on 200,000 sites that have a 

combined total of 250 million unique visitors each month.

That’s a lot, and it gives you an idea of what’s going on. At that time there were more 

than 1 billion registered users on Google+ compared with the 1.19 billion on 

Facebook. The key takeaway from another report on Hot Hard Wire, however, is that 

540 million of those Google+ users are using their accounts at least monthly to check 

out what’s going on, share what they like, and generally engage with the social 

network they’ve created for themselves. If that includes you as someone they’re 

following then it means they’ll see everything you put out, so long as their feed isn’t 

cluttered or you’re in a well-managed Circle set-up.

http://hothardware.com/News/Google-Statistics-Show-Over-1-Billion-User-and-Building-to-Overtake-Facebook/
https://blog.shareaholic.com/social-media-traffic-engagement-03-2014/


The Sharaholic report lays out how YouTube gets the most engaged users, meaning 

the bounce rate is the lowest. Bounce rate is how quickly someone leaves your site or 

product page after getting there, so a high bounce rate is bad. For YouTube the bounce 

rate is 43%, which means 56% of the people visiting stay on page for some time and 

are generally engaged with what’s there, which in this case is watching videos.

Having a low bounce rate makes sense when you have videos as that’s a very cold 

medium which doesn’t require a whole lot of our attention. How many times have you 

had a YouTube video playing in the background while bouncing around on another 

page?

When it comes to Google+ we know that users have a bounce rate of 50% of the time. 

That’s really not that far off from YouTube, but in this case those users are more 

engaged with what you’re showing them. They typically check out content for an 

average of three minutes and visit two or more websites.

That might not sound like a lot but it’s better than most marketing delivers, and in this 

case it’s targeted toward who you’re trying to reach. These people are in your Circles 

already, or if you’re sharing to a community it’s something that’s relevant to the 

https://blog.shareaholic.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Social-Referrals-That-Matter-Mar-2014.png


people in it.

The Sharaholic report goes on to say how StumbleUpon users are the least engaged, 

Reddit users are the most fickle, Pinterest isn’t all that it’s cracked up to be, and 

Twitter is about equal to Facebook when it comes to engagement.

That report came out at the end of March 2014, and things move quickly on the 

internet so it’s likely some of those numbers have changed. But it gives you a 

benchmark to measure things against, and that should help you use your marketing 

time wisely.

Still, there were some interesting numbers there. On Google+ there are 29 million 

people who spend an average of seven minutes on the network. In comparison, 

Twitter had 33 million people with twenty-nine minutes all the way up to 34 million 

users who were going two and a half hours. 

Many Google+ users are spending a lot more than seven minutes talking and sharing 

and looking, however. Hangouts are another great feature that’s just like Skype, 

allowing people to talk in real time about their interests or business. 

Getting feedback or conducting polls or surveys on ideas you’re tossing around is a 

great way to get your Circles of people engaged with what you’re doing. Test out that 

new website logo or run that new eBook cover by them. Chances are they’ll spot 

something you didn’t and you can make some tweaks and changes that make the final 

product a whole lot better.

Google+ and Long-Term Reach

Google+ is more important than Facebook and Twitter. It’s more important to your 

website and it’s more important for your eBook sales.

Google drives internet traffic and this idea that other social media networks will have 

as large an effect as Google is silly.

According to Statista, by June of 2014 Google+ had 343 million users while Twitter 

had 255 million and Facebook had 1.2 billion. Obviously Google+ isn’t in the lead, so 

why is it more important?

http://www.statista.com/statistics/272014/global-social-networks-ranked-by-number-of-users/


The reason is simple – it’s the best content sharing platform out there, and when it 

comes to getting eyes on your blog and your books nothing is going to create word of 

mouth faster than people sharing with friends and family.

But doesn’t Facebook do all that? Yeah, they do, but nowhere near as much as Google 

does.

Google has been integrated with Gmail, YouTube, Google Docs and Chrome. Google 

Maps is used by most in the world and their Google Translate tool allows people 

around the globe to figure out what it is you do. Google+ isn’t just some small social 

network, it’s an integral piece in the overall Google system of information. 

And that system of information is immense. More than 187 million unique visitors 

come to sites from Google each month throughout the world and billions of dollars 

are spent by consumers directly from Google. Advertising revenue on Google is 

billions of dollars more lucrative for companies than that which Facebook has. And by 

far the number of hits you want coming to your site will be coming from Google. 

Facebook and Twitter might account for some traffic, but those are social networks, 

not huge search engines that crawl and traffic the web for your content, allowing 

millions of people that aren’t your friends or followers to see it.

http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-a-gigantic-list-of-google-stats-and-facts/#.U83N2vnlo_Q
http://expandedramblings.com/index.php/by-the-numbers-a-gigantic-list-of-google-stats-and-facts/#.U83N2vnlo_Q
http://www.usnews.com/news/articles/2014/04/30/has-facebook-beaten-google-plus


That’s power, and the Google+ network gives you that power so you can grow your 

influence and increase your sales.

Google+ relies on real-time search results, something the other networks can’t when 

people are searching on Google. And who in the world isn’t searching on Google? 

Not many.

That means the hot new blog post you put up won’t be seen by anyone on Google for 

days if you rely on Facebook and Twitter alone. How’s that going to work out when 

the time comes to promote that new book or get eyes on that timely blog post? It’s 

not, plain and simple.

So let’s get started and figure out how you can capture the power of Google+ to 

increase traffic to your site, sell more eBooks, and increase overall engagement with 

you and your brand.

Getting Started

What’s the best way to get started with Google+? To create a Google+ account follow 

this link. You’ll be up and running in no time, and then it’s all about sharing and 

discovering new things. From there head to the main Google homepage:

https://plus.google.com/authorship
http://dannybrown.me/2014/01/16/the-battle-for-social-ad-revenue-the-potential-winners-and-losers/


On the main Google screen I’m going to see these icons in the upper right-hand 

corner:

Clicking on that “+Greg” will take me to my Google+ homepage. After that I want to 

go over to the options tab in the upper left-hand corner to bring down the drop-down 

menu:

Here’s what the menu looks like in detail:



That’s my main navigation pane to take me to my main areas of Google+. I’ve found 

that the Home, People, and Communities tabs are what I use the most. It’s those areas 

we’ll talk about in this book. By looking at those you’ll learn how to gain followers 

and influence.

Choosing Your Google+ Followers

Who do you follow on Google+? 

It’s a great question, and one that far too many spend absolutely no time thinking 

about. Instead they follow every single person they come across until their circles are 

overflowing and their update feed is inundated with frivolities.

This is no way to have a good social media experience, and it’s no way to build your 

author platform. You need to know the right people!

Let’s take a look at the people that may be following you and the ones that you want 

to follow in return.



When People Follow You

Here’s the standard reading pane you’ll see on the Google homepage when you get a 

notification that other people are following you: 

In this case I’ve got six new people following me and I’ll take a look at each of them 

and see if I want to follow them in return.

Here’s the first person on that list, and you can learn a lot from this profile:



Let’s point out these five key points right from the get go:

– Name: I always check the name first to see if I know the person or if they’re 

somehow famous. In this case I have no idea who this person is, other than just 

another random person on the internet.

– Photo: I’ll take a look at a photo and I will choose to follow you or not based 

upon that. If the photo is not you or of a person, I won’t follow you. I have no 

use for people that are dogs, trees, or children’s toys. Next, if you have two 

people in your photo the chances of me following you are quite slim, such as this 

case. Right now I don’t know who Melanie is, the man or woman. Pretty easy 

with a name like that, huh? Well, what if it was a foreign name, something you’ll 

see a lot?

– Background: The background is the third thing I look at and in this user 

profile I can tell it’s just the common Google+ color background. I figure 

engaged users and those with something worthwhile to say will have changed 

their backgrounds. Those folks know about social media and I want to follow 

them. This profile doesn’t give me that impression, so I’ll not follow them.

– Blurb: I call the profile description the blurb, just like I do for my Amazon 

book descriptions. This is probably the most important thing for figuring out if 



you want to follow a person. It’ll usually tell their business, maybe where they’re 

from, or some other general idea that you’ll use to put them in an appropriate 

circle. In this case I can tell the person is a college student, which again, just 

doesn’t have that much value to me. I already know how to get drunk and have 

unprotected sex, after all.

– In Common: One thing I look at when I’m organizing my circles are 

commonalities. If I’ve got someone with fifty people in common then I know 

this person is probably valuable. Now, the catch is that you’ve got your circles 

organized and that you don’t have a lot of random followers that are following 

other random followers, creating those commonalities, which are pretty much 

useless at that point. Overall, if you see a lot of people following you at once and 

they all have the same ‘in common’ number, chances are you got in a Circle 

Share and lots of people are following you at random. In my experience these 

people aren’t really worth following themselves.

Let’s take a look at a few more Google+ profiles to see if you can learn anything else 

about following people.

Here’s a profile of a foreign person:

Now, I have a circle called International Folks, and typically I’d put someone like this 



in there. But in this case I’m not going to bother adding this person, and for the 

following reasons:

– I don’t know them personally and have never seen them online;

– I cannot tell from their blurb what their line of work is;

– The background is common, telling me this person is not engaged.

To go further, and prove my assumptions, I’ll go ahead and click on that person’s 

profile.

Here you can see it’s pretty empty. A few things stand out at me, however, and that’s 

the number of followers this person has (Only 8) and the number of views they have 

(in this case 4,200). Both mean this person is pretty new and can’t provide me with 

value. 

There’s nothing I can do to get them to stop following me save for asking them or 

insulting them. But why does it matter? Here’s someone that’s only got 8 people 

putting content onto their Google+ homepage feed. They’ll see what I’m sharing, but 

I won’t see what they’re sharing. I’m not counting on it with this user, but some of 

these random followers might eventually provide you with traffic, sales, and 

eventually word of mouth. That is extremely valuable, and something you can get for 

very little cost.

To go further into this foreign person’s profile we can scroll down, and I’ll zoom out a 

bit so you can see most of it:



As you can see, this person has a very empty profile page. There’s no links to sites, 

nothing about this person like a biography or resume, and really just not a whole lot to 

be confident about. 

This is not a good person to follow, unless you’re not following anyone. Now, perhaps 

they really become engaged with your content, share it and comment on it and 

generally make you feel good. In that case I’ll probably follow them because they’ve 

made an impression.

Let’s take a look at one more profile, what I consider to be the most worthless on 

Google+:



As you can see, we’ve got everything wrong and nothing right. First, there is no 

picture, just a TV show picture from Star Trek. Next, there’s no blurb at all. Then 

there’s the standard background. Finally I’m seeing that same “2 in common,” which 

tells me this person is just a random follower. 

All in all, there’s absolutely no reason to follow this person at all. I’d not even follow 

them if I had zero followers, for the simple reason that I could go to any group and 

find someone with more information than this.

When You Follow People

Sometimes you’ll get someone that you see commenting a lot or giving a lot of +1’s. 

Well, lo and behold it’s that same person that I earlier thought was useless:



Here they are commenting on a photo I thought looked cool and re-shared. Since they 

seem to be pretty engaged this week I’m going to go ahead and add them to my 

circles. That’s easy enough, but I’ll show you a couple tricks to make it easier.



One of the things you’ll notice is that weird little “reverse” icon:

This little button will allow you to click over and see that person’s profile more easily:



If I hove over by their name that little “Add” box shows up and then I just need to 

hover over it to choose which circle I want to put this person in:



All in all it’s just another easy way to stay organized, especially if you get lots of 

comments on your post and you want to check out a lot of users easily and quickly.

Organizing Your Followers

You’ll quickly find out when you get up to a few dozen followers that it’s hard to 

manage them all. This is where organizing and optimizing your Circles comes into 

play, and we’ll discuss that in the chapter to come.

For now, just know that you want unique names for your Circle that you can easily 

remember and stick new followers and people you follow into. Otherwise things will 

quickly get away from you, you’ll become overwhelmed, and the chances of you 

throwing in the towel and quitting Google+ entirely go way up. Don’t let this happen.

Finding Engaged and Influential Followers

In the case of people following me it’s really easy for me to see who they are. If you 

stay caught up with Google+ you can see individual users when they come up as 



opposed to many of them being lumped together.

If I click on that top notification there, the one about the new follower, it’ll pull up 

their Google+ profile:

In this case I have no idea who this person or organization is. I assume they’re 

following me because I’m in a Circle they added. It could’ve been that they saw a 

post or comment of mine in a group, but I doubt it – I just don’t hang out in a lot of 

‘beauty and art’ groups.



Anyways, I don’t see much that’s relevant to my own business or personal pursuits on 

Google+ so I’ll choose not to follow them in return.

It’s for this reason that checking each of the people that follow you is so important. 

While I didn’t add this user, there are many that I do add. And they don’t have to be 

related to what I’m doing on Google+, either. I have a Random Folks and 

International Folks folder that I add interesting people to all the time.

The point is, it’s much better to only follow those that you’re interested in so your 

Google+ homepage feed will continually stay relevant.

Optimizing Your Google+ Circles

Now that you know how people can follow you and which people you want to follow, 

how do you keep track of them all? I mean, I’ve got nearly 2,000 followers and follow 

more than 3,000 myself. How do I keep up?

I keep up by optimizing my Google+ Circles and organizing the people in them. Of all 

the social media platforms, this is the one I focus on the most, and for the following 

reasons:

– It’s more beneficial to my website than other social media;

– The people are more relevant to me than those on other networks;

– In regard to SEO, Google is the best, and that’s where I want to spend my time.

This is why I want to keep this social network as optimized and organized as possible, 

and we’ll run through how I do that so you can do the same.

Google+ Circles and Your Social Connections

Google+ Circles are nothing more that groups of people with something in common. I 

have Circles for authors, designers, and content marketers to name just a few.

If you look over at the top of my blog’s sidebar you’ll see my Google+ profile. A few 

months I had 100 followers. Now I have 2,000 or so. I’m sure in another week I’ll 

have more.



So what’s the secret?

Sharing content that people find relevant. Yep, that’s how I get more people in my 

Circles. That and large Circles I can add and then organize later.

It’s all about how you add to and then organize your Circles. In this chapter we’ll 

focus on your Google+ Circles and how they can get you more benefits long-term.

To do that, let’s take a look at the following pictures, but first, let’s tell you how to get 

into Google+ Circles and manage your Google+ Circles account.

Finding Your Current Google+ Circles

So let’s get you onto the main Google screen, and as you can see in this picture, you’ll 

want to click that Google+ notifications button (it looks like a bell) up in the upper 

right-hand corner by your profile picture.

Clicking on that will bring down your Google+ notifications window pane, which 

looks like this. After that, just click on the “Google+ Notifications,” here:



So that brings up the following screen, which shows you the recent activity on your 

account. We’ll want to click over on that “Notifications” button on the far left-hand 

side of the screen, here:

That will then open up the larger pane we saw earlier, and it looks like this:



Simply click onto “People” and it will take you to your Google+ Circles.

Organizing Your Google+ Circles Screen

Here you can see my main Google+ Circles page. Now, I have quite a few Circles, 

mainly because I know I’ll be adding a lot of people. See, I don’t want generic and 

random Circles like “Authors” or “Following.” I even got rid of “Friends” because, 

let’s face it, I have none.

What I do have are lots of random internet acquaintances and other add-ons that I’ve 

accumulated. As you can see, I mainly stick these folks into my Circle called “Circle 

Adds.”

These are people that I primarily get from large Circles or communities, and today 

you can see I’ve got 1,032 people there. I’ll just add the whole group, and then later 



I’ll come back and put those people into their appropriate Circles.

Today I’ll clean some of that up, moving perhaps 100 people into more appropriate 

Circles. If you do a little each day like that then pretty soon you’ll be quite organized.

Let’s take a look at this “Circle Adds” Circle. As you can see, there are many people, 

and one of them is this “Your Internet Marketers” person. 

Alright, they seem like an SEO service firm or content marketing firm or social media 

services. I don’t know – it’s pretty hard to tell.

To get an idea of whom this person is I’ll simply highlight them by moving my mouse 

over them. Here you’ll usually get a short description. 

What I think I’ll do is move them into my “Social Media Marketing” Circle. To do 

that I simple click and drag, moving them down like this:



Now they’re in both the “Circle Adds” Circle and the “Social Media Marketing” 

Circle. Since I don’t want them in two Circles I’ll go ahead and delete them from the 

“Circle Adds” by clicking on the little “x” by their name.

Now all I’ve got to do is move those other 1,031 people!

So as you can see, this is one way for you to easily manage your Google+ Circles so 

you can increase your social media footprint, increase your online business, or 

perhaps sell more eBooks.

Below are some helpful links to Google+ guides. Trust me, you want to get started on 

this in case you haven’t already. And if you were like me, really slow to get going on 

this after you started, now would be the time to get going.

Why not start by adding me to your Circles? After all, I’m obviously in the mood to 

move people around today.

Managing Your Google+ Communities

So where do you find all this great content that people are sharing? Where are all 

these wonderful people that you can follow and that can in turn follow you?

The best place to find them is in Google+ Communities. What are Google+ 

Communities?

Simply put, these are places where people sharing the same interests get together and 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/+GregStrandberg


talk, discuss current news and issues, share artwork, post links, and generally thrive 

with likeminded individuals.

Great, that’s wonderful, but how does that help you, and frankly, is it worth the damn 

hassle? I mean, it sure sounds like there’s a lot of hassle involved, right? Or at least a 

lot of my time. And don’t tell me I’ve got to pay money!

Whoa…hold on! It’s pretty much ‘no’ to all that jazz.

Here, take a look at my Google+ Communities:

You can see I’ve got a lot of groups, forty-one in fact. So how do I find the time to 

keep up with all of them?

Simple truth…I don’t. Some of those groups I rarely visit anymore because they 

rarely add anything new.



Take that last group on the bottom there, the China ESL group. I don’t visit it much 

because it’s got just fifty-eight members. Clicking on it now tells me the last post was 

June 30, which was eleven days ago at this point.

I can tell that group has one new message since I’ve last been there because it’s got 

that little red box in the lower right-hand corner, which shows a “1” in this case.

Some of those groups you can see have much larger numbers, like these:

That Amazing Photos From Around The World Group is pretty good and has 99+ 

messages in it. Funny, I was just in there yesterday.

Obviously that’s a very engaged group (they’ve got nearly 300,000 members!) but it’s 

easy because you put a photo up and leave…pretty simple.

Take a group like Writing Resources there, which has just 17 messages since I visited 

yesterday. That group has more useful content than the photo group, which let’s face 

it, also takes longer to put together and share.

In this writing group you’ll get discussions and links to helpful blogs. The photo 

group is just kind of where you go to take a rest from the brutal internet landscape 

around you.

I like my communities and I go to my favorites each day to share helpful links, my 

own content on occasion, and relevant photos or quotes. I’ve done this enough over 

the past few months to bring my number of followers up from under 100 to nearly 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/116514944403874825632
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/102094410756336687390
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/103403620337606294476


2,000.

I’ll regale you with some of my groups and why I think they’re helpful to you so you 

can gain just as many followers.

Helpful Google+ Communities for Authors

Here’s a list of my favorite Google+ groups and communities. I visit these ones daily 

and learn a lot.

– The Creative Community: This group is run by Ginni-Lee Naylor and only has 

450 members or so. But they get lots of interesting things, a real mish-mash if 

you will. There’s fun photos, interesting blog posts from around the world, and 

some good quotes. It’s also a nice place to share your own links if you’re also 

sharing and being engaged.

– Writer’s Discussion Group: Run by John Ward, this group of 20,000 is really 

great for getting discussions going, as its name implies. I’m also able to share 

some links to my own articles because I routinely go in there and comment on 

posts and reply to comments on my own posts. It’s all about engagement, folks, 

and if you can do that you’ll have a successful Google+ experience.

– Fantasy Writers: Chris Andrews runs this group of just over 5,000 members 

and I think he does a pretty good job. There’s good discussion, and one of my 

favorite things to do is put up an old fantasy book cover or some fantasy art. 

People will stop in and leave comments and it’s just fun. You’ll also find 

interesting new books and discussions on the fantasy genre.

– Author Rank & Google Authorship: This is a pretty back-alley kind of group. 

You get some seedier link-dropping and people from third-world countries. You 

also get some interesting perspectives and new ideas. The group has more than 

20,000 members and I routinely get quality articles from surprising places, like 

the Philippines and even India. New perspectives don’t hurt, and you’ll find them 

here.

Google+ Book Promotion Groups for Authors

So what if you’re a self-published author that’s got a promotion today and you need to 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/118134051431071636535
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/101646669930905300681
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/106134988944938026164
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/101993181995522079674


do some serious link-dropping…and fast?

You can go to several groups for that, but will it make a difference? This is where that 

+1 Button really comes in handy, and it’s easy to track that from your Google+ Profile 

page.

If you’re actively involved and engaged on Google+ you’ll have people commenting 

or +1ing your posts. I often post the same blog article or promo post to three groups 

and then see which got the most engagement a week or so later. That’s how I know 

which groups are giving me the most marketing juice.

So I went to my profile page and scrolled down all the way until June 21, which is 

nearly 3 weeks ago now. That’s a lot of stuff and it took me a few minutes. And in that 

time I saw many books I’d promoted along with other posts and photos, but hardly 

any had a single +1.

What does this mean? It means promoting your books in book groups and 

communities on Google+ is kind of a waste of time. Two groups that did give me a 

few likes (+3 on a G.I. Joe book and +2 on an author marketing book) were eBook 

Publishing and Kindle & eBook Writers And Reviewers.

What’s more, anymore sharing than that might be labeled as spam. Let’s talk about 

that next. 

Sharing on Google+…But Not Too Much

So let's say I'm sharing on Google+. How many communities should I offer the same 

link to? 

It’s a good question because anyone going back to my profile will see the articles I 

shared. One of the last things you want is for the same post about your books or the 

same blog post about increasing traffic to appear again and again. It looks 

unprofessional, and frankly…desperate.

When it comes to communities you really don’t want to overdo it. Take Facebook. 

Some groups you post a link and boom…you're gone. Sharing is caring, huh?

So when to share, how much, and perhaps where are all important things to consider. 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/115033069731883932764
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111687849164110924461
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/111687849164110924461
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+GregStrandberg/posts


What it all boils down to is…when does sharing become spam? Three pieces of 

content to three groups? Say two people like it, one doesn't. So there’s a chance you 

get kicked out of that group.

How many shares is too much?

It really is a subjective topic and depends on the community and your involvement in 

it. Sometimes you might need to alter your post as well, so the same headlines and 

topic text aren’t appearing again and again. Google can flag that even if moderators 

don’t, and you can be labeled as a spammer even if that’s not your intent.

Also, use some common sense. If you get kicked out of a community because you 

over-shared then you need to think of two things:

– The group's actual value to you, and if that group's value doesn't warrant 

fighting to stay in, then don't.

– If you do want to stay in that community then contact the community’s 

administrator or moderator and explain the situation. Who knows, maybe they’ll 

let you back in.

A few months back I shared a link to an interesting article (not my own) in a Google+ 

writing group

Someone came and left a comment wondering why it was alright for me to share a 

link when back in 2012 they'd been kicked out of the group for sharing something 

similar.

I guess since they were commenting it meant they were back in though, huh?

If you're sharing in communities that find the type of material you're sharing spammy 

and irrelevant then that's going to be a problem. It doesn't matter if you're sharing one 

piece of content or twenty – the main question always revolves around its utility. Is it 

useful? Does it solve their problems? What's the feedback from the group on what 

you've shared already? 

If you’re getting lots of +1’s and re-shares and comments then chances are what 

you’re doing is good. If people are ignoring you completely after a long period of 



time, or worse – complaining – then you need to reconsider your strategy and if that 

group is even right for you. 

You need to use your good judgment. Each community will typically have rules as to 

what you can post, and these should be followed. But after a time, and when you’ve 

built up trust in the community, you might want to push those rules a bit and share 

more. You’ve earned the authority by then, right?

Remember that Google+ itself monitors your posting. Community moderators/owners 

will get "helpful" warnings from Google that members are spamming. Many 

moderators do their best to gently educate members and inform them of general 

Google+ protocols, which include:

– Don't Link Drop: This means sharing a link whether it’s your own or others 

without properly formatting the share. Many groups even have a graphic pinned 

to illustrate proper formatting, but it’s still often ignored. That’s a clear red flag 

of someone that’s not doing what they should, either because they don’t know or 

don’t care.

– Don't Link Bomb: Google will flag you if you drop the exact same post with 

same formatting into more than three communities. Make sure you interact on 

other posts in the community you’re posting to and that you’re not just dropping 

and leaving.

– Be Engaging: Share other people's stuff…it’s what Google+ is all about! And 

don’t forget that one of the fastest ways to build connections and thus authority is 

to mention the author of the original content, post, infographic…whatever. 

People like that and pretty soon your Circles will be growing with great people. 

It’s all about getting to know the platform, and that takes time and practice. Google+ 

isn’t like Facebook or Twitter in that it’s very community-oriented. It’s definitely 

worth the extra effort to learn the platform's etiquette and protocol.

Over-Sharing and Spam

Really, what you have to remember is that Google wants you to limit your posting to 

three groups or less…which can be frustrating.



Say I've got a hot story that I just know will interest quite a few groups that I 

comment in regularly. So I share it, oh, maybe ten times. Now let's take it further and 

say I got a dozen +1’s or comments from one community, a few from another, and 

nothing from the last few.

Maybe I even get dinged by Google for over-sharing and some of my posts are 

flagged and removed from some communities, perhaps even without the moderator 

even knowing. And at worst, you get kicked out of one group, maybe your favorite. 

All in all, a real bummer.

Who decides this? Which algorithms are to blame? How are transgressors dealt with? 

Who knows? Google isn’t known for telling their secrets, and it’s likely some 

computer algorithm is calling the shots most days.

Oftentimes too it's a combination. If you didn't take the time to know how Google+ 

works then you can’t really blame it on the communities or the moderators. If you 

went over the Google limit of sharing the exact same content to more than three 

places then you’ll automatically get a Google ding without any moderator having to 

do anything. That’s considered spamming by definition no matter how valuable you 

think the content is. Google values engagement, not spam.

If you’re not engaging with others, they will see your content as spam. 

Having ten +1’s is not a stellar achievement by itself, either. How many folks 

commented? How many shared? Was the content relevant to the majority of the 

community members? Are you normally an engaging member of the community? 

These are all things to think about as Google prods you into better behavior by 

degrees or removes you from the system completely.

Sometimes community members are blocked. Moderators often try to help them 

rectify their posts. When they stubbornly don’t respond, moderators are forced to 

remove them from the community. They’ll check the spammer’s profile and find more 

than a dozen clones of the post they dropped in the community littering their profile’s 

“posts page.”

Google+ is not a utility company. Neither are any of the other social networks. They 



are private companies with a private interest. They provide an infrastructure that lets 

users play, but at the price that makes sense to their business model. Facebook asks 

for money for visibility while Google+ just asks for engagement and audience 

relevance.

Increasing Your Visibility with Google+

So now that we’ve seen sharing too much and sharing the same thing can be labeled 

as spam, what should you do? After all, you want to increase your visibility, but now 

it seems you’re limited.

One of the first places to start is making your posts unique. Remember, Google will 

flag your post if it’s the same thing again and again. You can mix it up by writing new 

text for each post but also by formatting each post differently.

Try having a bulleted list where before you have a solid block of text. Consider using 

bold text or italics to really make your points come across and stand out. And don’t be 

afraid to use hash tags to get your posts out to even more people and communities 

with a lot less footwork.

It’s a lot of extra work at first, but it pays off. It makes your posts stand out and that 

gives you more visibility that will eventually lead to authority. 

Bottom line – don’t be overwhelmed. Google+ can be overwhelming to use as the site 

is huge and always innovating, which means what was working yesterday might not 

be working today, and vice versa. 

Some things that always work are listed below.

Top Tips for Google+ Engagement

Here are some good tips that will ensure your content is seen and people decide to 

follow you.

– Tagging People: When you’re going to share something that someone else 

wrote you should tag that person. How you do this is simply by putting a “+” in 

front of their name. Google will typically begin showing a drop-down list of 

results, so you can usually click on the name. Now that person will know they 



shared your content, and they might add you to their Circles.

– Google Authorship: When you’re writing a lot of your own content you want 

Google to know that and index it quickly. That way you’ll show up sooner in the 

search results. A good way to do this is by setting up a Google Authorship 

profile. It’s easy and will ensure you’re seen by more people.

https://plus.google.com/authorship
https://plus.google.com/authorship


– Post to Communities: When you share with your Circles and to the public 

you’re getting a limited amount of people, and your post is forgotten quickly. 

When you post to a community it stays around longer and is seen by more 

people. There’s a whole chapter on this later, but just know that posting to 

communities is your best bet for longer-term exposure.

– Always Have Images: If you have an image with what you post the chances of 

it being seen and clicked on go way up. You’ll get a lot more +1’s and the 

likelihood of comments also increases. Pictures draw the eye and your post will 

always do better with them.

https://plus.google.com/authorship


– Format Your Text: It’s frustrating to see long blocks of text with no 

formatting. Even a few paragraph spaces really aren’t enough to make your post 

stand out from the crowd, and that’s why you need simple formatting. The good 

news is that Google+ lets you do just that, as seen here:



– Use Bold and Italic: It’s really easy to make your posts stand out even more if 

you’re using bold and italic text. All you need to do is use “*” and “_” to get 

your strong and subtle meanings across. Here’s a good image that gives you the 

gist of it:

– Showcase Google+: When you get your profile secure and you know how to 

post and gain followers, let everyone else know. A big part of that is putting a 

Google+ badge or other follow icon on your website. Simply go to Google 

Developers to get started, and then copy/paste your Google+ user profile. After 

that just select how you want your badge or follow button to look and you’re all 

set to put the code on your own site. Pretty soon you’ll have followers coming 

out your ear.

All of those things will help you get seen more and by more people. You’ll increase 

the number of people following you and each post you send out after that will be seen 

by more people. It’s a wonderful kind of snowballing effect to get into, and you can 

do that will simple tweaks and changes to your posts.

Get started today. Share this guide with your Circles and post it to those new 

communities you’ve joined. Start collecting things you can share and start producing 

your own unique content as well. Eventually you’ll really get a knack for things and 

what once was difficult will now be a breeze. Congratulations…you’re a Google+ 

master!

Conclusion – Doom and Gloom

Whoa…wait a minute…wait a minute! What about all the “doom and gloom” talk 

https://developers.google.com/+/web/badge/
https://developers.google.com/+/web/badge/
http://expresswriters.wpengine.netdna-cdn.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/Google-Plus-tips.jpg


that Google+ is just a waste of time? 

A lot of this might be true, depending on how you want to look at it. From a 

Sharaholic study in April 2014 we see that 21% of those clicking back to a website or 

blog are coming from Facebook while on Google+ people did so only .08% of the 

time.

That’s pitiful, and why Google+’s value is often questioned. After all, you might get 

100 +1’s but if no one else is sharing that with others like they do on Facebook, 

what’s the use? 

If you’re going for social media snowballing you might think like that. But if you’re 

building a platform you won’t.

When you use Google+ you’re getting engaged users, we already saw that. Just 

because I like something doesn’t mean I need to shout to the heavens and share it with 

every last person I know. That’s what Facebook is for!

Businesspeople know that engagement is a core-requirement of long-term loyalty, and 

when it comes to brands this is key. Google+ allows you to put yourself and your 

brand forth so that others can become engaged with it, cementing it into their long-

term thinking and purchasing decisions.

Engagement is key, and Google+ gives you that. Twitter has a share rate of 1.1% and 

Pinterest has a whopping 7%. When you look at it like that you start to realize that 

success doesn’t always mean you had to share your way to the top. After all, look how 

much Twitter is in the news and that’s all about sharing!

https://blog.shareaholic.com/social-media-traffic-trends-04-2014/


We know that the +1 button has been pressed more than 5 billion times and we know 

that the people doing that pressing are predominantly young. Facebook is used more 

and more by older users, the parents of the younger people that have flocked to the 

other social media sites. Google+ is one of those sites and 26% of users are engaging 

with it using mobile, a number that will only grow.

If you want to get ahead with social media, increase traffic to your website, and sell 

more eBooks then Google+ is the way to go. I think the best way to promote your 

book or blog on Google+ is to post helpful and relevant content for others. I put up a 

lot of writing advice from the great authors that are dead, and people like this. I put up 

photos of places people would rather be when they’re at work, and they like that too.

I can’t help but think those will eventually get them to click on my profile, someday 

head to my site, and perhaps if I’m lucky, to Amazon to buy one of my books.

So that’s what Google+ community marketing is all about for self-published authors 

and up-start bloggers. You can build a platform and turn those ideas into realities. 

Good luck!
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https://blog.shareaholic.com/social-media-traffic-trends-04-2014/
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1-Year Update

I wrote this book just about a year ago, around the time I was just starting my writing 

website, www.bigskywords.com.

This is a screenshot of my traffic for that first month, which was March, 2013:

As you can see, I had 274 visits to my homepage that month, 9 visits from Google, 

and just a couple sites linking to me, hardly any of them worth much.

And the keywords people were typing in to find me? As you can see, there wasn’t 

much.

So what did it look like around a year later, in March, 2014? Take a look:

http://www.bigskywords.com/


As you can see, I had 2,298 visits to my homepage, 913 visits from Google, and some 

big sites linking to me, many of them due to social media marketing.

And the keywords people were typing to find me? Well, I was getting targeted traffic 

based on my site’s quality and unique content.

I’d also like to add that I did no advertising for my site, didn’t use a single piece of 

SEO analytics software, and didn’t buy a single bestselling eBook on how to increase 

my site’s traffic.

No, I got my traffic the old fashioned way – I earned it. 

Do you want your site to be doing the same in a year’s time? I thought so. Read on.

Introduction

Pandas, Penguins, and the Googlebot



The internet isn’t the place it used to be. Google Panda rolled out in February 2011, 

and this search results ranking algorithm really leveled the playing field. Panda 

targeted “low quality” and “thin” sites, and nearly 12% of all search results were 

affected. They saw their high positions in the Search Engine Results Page (SERP) 

plummet, and few were able to fully recover. What was their problem? Their 

website’s content wasn’t high-quality.

Low-quality sites were still getting to the top of the rankings, however, often by 

means that Google didn’t approve of. Google Penguin was released in April 2012 as a 

way to remedy this. Black-hat SEO methods, such as keyword stuffing, link schemes, 

and duplicate content were all targeted. 3% of existing websites were affected, 

bringing the total websites with low-quality content affected by the two algorithms to 

15%. 

In the spring of 2012 there were around 644 million websites in the world, according 

to Netcraft, a website hosting service based out of England. That means that Panda 

and Penguin had a direct effect on more than 96 million websites, lowering them in 

the rankings, and often ruining their business.

That’s why high-quality content is so important. You don’t want to be hit by Panda or 

Penguin, and the Googlebot will be checking. The Googlebot is a web spider or 

crawler that moves through those 644 million sites on the internet and indexes them. 

It looks at the content and indexes it in such a way that the search engine can detect 

the site and changes to the site. How it does this is by going through all of the links on 

each page of a website. Those links lead it to other websites, and they in turn are 

indexed. The only way that the Googlebot will get a good look at your site is if you’ve 

got links leading to other known websites.

The best way to generate those links is to put up great content on your website and all 

of its pages. You want these pages written for users, not the algorithms or the search 

engines. You want to be up front with your users, not deceptive. Don’t engage in 

trickery to try and bump your rankings in the search engines. Always help your users, 

and make your content shine and stand out from the crowd. 

Those are tips that are all listed in the Google Webmaster Guidelines and which 

anyone can look at. They make it clear that the only thing that’s going to get you to 

the top of Google is great content. Links help, but no one will link to a site with low-

quality content, not with Panda and Penguin out there. 

http://support.google.com/webmasters/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=35769


Great content is your only way to get on the first page of the Search Engine Results 

Page (SERP), and then to the No. 1 Page Rank. Other websites are doing it all the 

time, and you can too. There are several niches out there, and if you make all of your 

website’s pages great, you’ll get there. It won’t happen over night, and it won’t 

necessarily happen next week, but it will happen.

Content is king as far as Google is concerned, and we all know that Google is the 

king of the internet. You can make Google happy by writing great content, it’s really 

that simple. And writing great content is easy when you know how.

This book will lay down how you can write great content for each page of your 

website. It details great content ideas for people just starting out on their first website, 

and it presents old information in a new way for those experienced with website 

content writing.

It discusses every aspect of making the best About Us page for your website, as well 

as your Product Descriptions, Review pages, and In the News pages. You’ll discover 

how you can make those quality links with link building campaigns, and the best way 

to handle your blog to increase traffic quickly.

Landing pages, Site Maps, Terms of Use, Privacy Policies, Contact pages, Footers, 

and a FAQ will all be discussed in detail. SEO and CRO will be highlighted, and how 

you can make the best Home Page is explained.

So what are you waiting for? Sit down, log in, and write to the top!

Writing a Website

Everyone’s making a website these days, so why aren’t you? The fact that you’re 

reading this probably means that you’ve already decided to try your hand at writing a 

website. That’s great, but there are many things that separate website writing from the 

other types of writing that you may be doing on a daily basis. 

Getting your website’s written content just right is important, and will elevate you in 

the eyes of your users, and Google. If you’ve done things right, once your website’s 

up and running, you won’t have to change it very often, if at all. Your great content 



will continue to attract new visitors, even while you sleep. So then, let’s explore some 

ways to start in on the process.

Break it Up

I don’t care if you’re writing about world peace or the newest bathroom fixture; if 

you’re not breaking up your content into easy-to-read passages, you’ve got some 

problems. Every once in a while some crazy person will publish a manifesto, and it 

will get some media attention. Usually the text’s one long, multi-page block. Who 

wants to read that? Break up your content into lists, small paragraphs, or even single 

sentences.

Keep reading – buy Write to the Top on Smashwords today!

https://www.smashwords.com/books/view/359045

